
 

 

December 26, 2018 

 

 

VIA ELECTRONIC MAIL 

 

Jeff Boyles, Supervisor 

Section 401 Water Quality Certification and Isolated Wetlands Permit and Compliance Section 

Division of Surface Water, Ohio Environmental Protection Agency 

50 West Town Street 

Columbus, Ohio 43215 

 

Cara Hardesty 

Section 401 Water Quality Certification and Isolated Wetlands Permit and Compliance Section 

Division of Surface Water, Ohio Environmental Protection Agency 

50 West Town Street 

Columbus, Ohio 43215 

 

 

Re: North Eastwood LLC/Enterprise Park at Eastwood/Preliminary Response to Public Comments  

 

 

Dear Jeff and Cara:  

 

Ohio EPA’s Northeast District Office has forwarded us the transcript of the December 3, 2018 public 

hearing and the written comments received regarding North Eastwood LLC’s application fo r a water quality 

certification, to authorize impacts to wetlands and jurisdictional waters in connection with the development of 

Enterprise Park at Eastwood in Howland Township, Trumbull County, Ohio. We appreciate the agency’s 

promptness in making those public comments available to us.  Rich  Blasick has advised that, based on the agency’s 

preliminary rev iew of the public comments received, there are three areas where Ohio  EPA would like additional 

informat ion from North Eastwood LLC (“applicant” or “developer”) to support certificate issuance. Those three 

areas, along with our responses, are set forth below.  We understand that the two of you will be assuming 

responsibility for review of the application going forward, and, as a result, our response is directed to you.   

 

 

ALTERNATIVES ANALYSIS  

 

  The developer believes that the exhaustive off-site alternatives analysis undertaken by Mercy Health and its 

consultant in identify ing Enterprise Park for relocation of St. Joseph Hospital demonstrates that there is “no 

practicable alternative which would have less impact on the wetland ecosystem” in accordance with Ohio Admin. 

Code 3745-1-54(D)(1)(b)(i). However, testimony given at the public hearing and in written comments submitted 

thereafter, it was suggested that, as opposed to relocating St. Joseph Hospital to Enterprise Park, Mercy Health 

consider relocating to other sites that might be available within Trumbull County. The 2 sites mentioned most 

frequently were the former St. Joseph Hospital building on Tod Avenue and the former Kmart Distribution Ce nter 

on Perkins-Jones Road in Bazetta Township.   
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  A review of the facts relating to the latter 2 existing structures and their respective locations indicates that 

neither site represents a viable alternative for a new St. Joseph’s Hospital, nor for any o f the related medical and 

medical education facilit ies that are planning to locate within Enterprise Park.  Th is conclusion is based upon an 

analysis of the various site criteria and considerations utilized by both Mercy Health and its consultant, Cushman 

and Wakefield, in their selection of a new site for St. Joseph’s Hospital, as follows: 

 

Kmart Distribution Center  

  

The former Kmart Distribution Center is situated approximately 6 ½ miles from the Eastwood Mall 

Complex (the acknowledged Central Business District of Trumbull County) via Route 46 to Route 82, and west to 

the Larchmont Road exit.  Although this site is reasonably close to Route 82, it enjoys absolutely no visibility from 

the traffic on that highway.  Immediate access to the Kmart build ing would be v ia the 2 lane Perkins-Jones Road.  

The structure is situated immediately behind an industrial building which houses trucks, a concrete batch plant, and 

a small junk yard-like area with damaged trucks and other dilapidated commercial vehicles.  The fact that this 

distribution center is north of Warren and approximately 6 ½ miles from Eastwood Mall means that a hospital at this 

site would be less likely to penetrate the eastern portions of Trumbull County for patrons seeking health services; 

and certainly the location of this site would not be beneficial in St. Joseph’s efforts to attract potential patrons from 

western Pennsylvania.   

 

The building is a sprawling 1 level industrial/warehouse structure which accommodates over 50 truck 

docks (which clearly is ideal fo r a warehouse facility, but not for a hospital).  Certain ly the site would be large 

enough for the hospital relocation; however, the building’s one story profile and its setting in an industrial/rural area 

would not be in  keeping  with St . Joseph’s desire to present an edifice that would  possess a new, modern and 

impressive corporate image.  

 

From the perspective of amenities in the proximate area, the Kmart site is definitely lacking, because it 

does not have the benefit of retail outlets, restaurants, services, or other complementary facilit ies within a 2 mile 

radius. As compared to the Route 46/Eastwood Complex area, this site is clearly in the hinterland. 

 

Moreover, compared to the location of Enterprise Park, the differences in terms of demographics and 

population growth in the area are stark.  Although the former Kmart  Distribution Center en joys an extensive area of 

undeveloped property to its immediate north, there has been little  residential growth in  that area over the past 10 

years, and the prospect for significant population growth going forward is extremely remote.   

 

Finally, this building is situated in Bazetta Township, having no common property line which borders the 

City of Warren.  Accordingly, it  would  be virtually  impossible to annex the Kmart building into the City of Warren, 

which was emphasized by St. Joseph’s Hospital as a condition precedent to its expansion  and relocation. 

 

Tod Avenue – Former St. Joseph Hospital 

 

The issue of vehicular accessibility to the former site of St Joseph Hospital is even more problematic than 

at the Kmart Distribution Center, because traffic from the Eastwood Mall complex would be required to travel an 

additional 1.5 miles on Route 82 beyond the Kmart site (a total of 8 miles from Eastwood) and then proceed south 

on Route 45 (Mahoning Avenue) to Summit Avenue, and then double back north on Tod Avenue, for an additional 3 

miles to reach this building from the Route 82/Route 45 interchange.  From Route 82, t raffic would utilize the 

primarily 2 lane Mahoning Avenue, traversing through 4 traffic signals and 2 operating at -grade railroad crossings 

before reaching the Tod Avenue facility.  In  spite of the relat ive proximity of this site to both M ahoning Avenue 

(Route 45) and Summit Avenue, there is absolutely no visibility to the present structure from either of said 

roadways.  

 

This long since abandoned hospital structure is situated on a dead end street off o f Tod  Avenue and the 

condition of the building is absolutely deplorable, with broken windows, boarded up entranceways, a crumbling 

masonry exterior, and a deterio rating parking  lot.  We have been advised by the Western Reserve Port Authority 
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that, at the urging of the City  of Warren, they are presently working toward  garnering funds in order to raze this 

structure, because the broad consensus of opinion is that it cannot be renovated for reuse in any efficient or cost 

effective manner.  The primary problem facing both the City of Warren and th e Western Reserve Port Authority is 

the widespread presence of asbestos containing materials throughout the facility, causing the remediation and 

demolition of this building to cost in the range of $6-$7 million.   

 

Even if the existing improvements could be razed and the site were to be cleared at a reasonable price, the 

site itself encompasses no more than 10 acres, which clearly is inadequate for a new St. Joseph’s Hospital, because 

they require a minimum parcel size of 25 acres. 

 

The proximity of amenities to the Tod Avenue site parallels the situation that exists at the Kmart 

Distribution Center, i.e . there are none.  The only facilit ies availab le in the immediate area are several gas stations, a 

Dollar General Store, and few local bars, --- certainly  not the extensive array o f supportive amenit ies availab le at the 

Eastwood Mall Complex. 

 

The demographic makeup and growth possibilit ies of the area surrounding the Tod Avenue building are 

even more disheartening than the areas next to the Kmart building.  Being situated in the northwest quadrant of the 

City of Warren, the immediate neighborhood has, over the past several decades, suffered a population decline and 

that trend is expected to continue.   

 

Based upon the above facts, there are numerous valid reasons why St. Joseph Hospital made the prudent 

decision to shutter this building many years ago.  In summary, it is off-the-beaten-track, situated in a deteriorating 

residential area, void of complementary amenities, and ext remely  costly to remediate and ra ze; in any event, this site 

is not adequate in size to accommodate the proposed new St. Joseph hospital building. 

 

  In assessing the opportunity for St. Joseph Hospital to utilize either of the above 2 sites (as well as possibly 

utilizing the other sites to be subsequently addressed in this response), we ask that the reader refer to Section 5.2.2 

on pages 23-34 of the application that has been previously submitted.  A review of the informat ion set forth therein 

will indicate that neither of these 2 sites (nor any of the other sites referenced herein) was even included in the list of 

the final 23 potential sites which were identified by Mercy Health’s site consultant.  The absence of each of these 

buildings on their final list is revealing, because the Cushman Wakefield firm is an international real estate entity 

that is widely recognized as an expert in site selection.  

  

Additional Suggested Alternate Sites  

 

Adding to the frequently mentioned Kmart Distribution Center and the former St. Joseph Hospital on Tod 

Avenue, the following sites were each mentioned tangentially as potential alternative locations: (i) the former W CI 

Steel facility located between Pine Ave. SE and Main Ave. SW on the south side of Warren; (ii) the former 

Copperweld Steel site situated along the Mahoning River, and (iii) the former Packard-Delphi facility on Larchmont 

Avenue.  As to sites (i) and (ii) above, both were previously utilized for many years as iron and steel producing 

facilit ies which, as former heavy industrial locations, represent classic examples of brownfield sites whose re-use is 

complicated by the presence of hazardous substances and pollutants.  Accordingly, such re -use will require 

substantial environmental investigation and remediat ion, undoubtedly costing in the millions of dollars.  This 

situation would be very problemat ic to St. Joseph Hospital because, if they were to purchase either of the properties, 

they would automatically assume any and all legal obligations for subsequent clean -up activities.  Not only would 

this process be prohibitively expensive, but it would also involve several years of work to finalize.   

 

In any event, as to the Copperweld facility (now owned by Warren Steel Holdings) major issues regarding 

its clean-up are presently in lit igation.  The State of Ohio has been litigating with the current owner for close to 3 

years since the abandonment of the mill in an effort to compel its clean-up, with no apparent resolution in sight. 

 

The former WCI Steel facility, situated immediately south of the Warren Central Business District, is 

particularly troublesome.  Th is 1,200 acre site was initially occupied by Trumbull Steel Company starting in 1912.  
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It was expanded throughout the years and subsequently purchased by Republic Steel in 1929, then LTV Steel, then 

WCI, and is now owned by BDM Steel Holdings.  In accordance with published reports, the latter firm has already 

invested more than 10 million dollars to remediate the property; however Michael Bechtold, Executive Vice 

President of Brayman Construction Corporation, the entity involved in the clean-up effort, has stated that “the 

biggest remain ing project is to address the brownfield’s impacted soils.  The soil needs to be dug out and the area 

deemed a restricted use”, said Bechtold.  The prospects of tackling a remediat ion job of this magnitude is clearly not 

an attractive proposition to St. Joseph’s Hospital. 

 

Site (iii) referenced above, the former Delphi Packard build ing, while perhaps possessing some positive 

features, is not availab le for sale.  This 1.2 million square foot edifice is currently owned by the Phantom Fireworks 

Company of Youngstown, Ohio, which now occupies 800,000 square feet of the building for use as a warehouse and 

distribution center for the sale of consumer firework products.  In d iscussions with Mr. Bruce Zoldan, CEO of 

Phantom Fireworks, concerning the possibility of purchasing the balance of his building (which consists of the 

400,000 square feet not now being utilized), he stated emphatically that the remaining space will no t be sold to St. 

Joseph Hospital nor to any other prospective purchaser, because it is being retained for potential expansion by 

Phantom.  He believes that their warehouse and distribution center facilit ies may require expansion within the next 

three to five years, and thus is unwilling to even consider the sale of his building.  Independent confirmation of 

Phantom Firework’s position on this matter may  be obtained by contacting Mr. Zo ldan direct ly.    In any event, it is 

difficult  to conceive that St. Joseph’s Hospital would consider a site that is immediately adjacent to  a potentially 

dangerous fireworks operation. 

 

  Accordingly, by any imaginable yardstick, the Kmart  Distribution Center, the former St. Joseph Hospital 

site, the brownfield sites, and the Delphi Packard building are each clearly inferior in many ways to both the location 

of St., Joseph’s existing building on Eastland Avenue as well as the existing Trumbull Memorial site on East Market 

Street.  Thus, is it  any wonder why none of these recommended alternate sites were included in the final 23 sites 

under consideration by Mercy Health? 

 

 

STREAM MITIGATION 

 

To compensate for impacts to wetlands and jurisdictional waters, the applicant has proposed a two -fold 

mitigation plan : (1) the safe guard of on-site Category 3 wetlands and perennial streams through placement of a 

durable, third  party held conservation easement on 25.26 acres with in the project area; and (2) the purchase of 

approximately 40.41 acres of credit from an approved In Lieu Fee Program.  Rich Blasick has suggested that Ohio 

EPA considers the proposed “preservation-only”’ plan to be inadequate to compensate for the proposed loss of 

stream functions.  We understand that the Ohio Administrative Code (OAC) does not specifically describe 

acceptable compensatory mitigation act ivities and/or ratios when it  comes to  streams.  That said,  our  proposal was  

derived using the Guidelines for Stream Mitigation Banking and In-Lieu Fee Programs in Ohio (Version 1.1) 

(Guidelines) issued by the Ohio Interagency Review Team (Ohio IRT) of which the Ohio EPA is an integral 

member.  We note that HZW Consultants Environmental Consultants, LLC, has received multip le official 

correspondences from the Ohio EPA in recent months directing applicants and consultants to use this document 

when crafting stream mitigation plans. 

 

Section 11 of the Guidelines discusses debit and credit calculations.  Essentially it is stated that certain 

impactful activit ies should be considered to generate discreet units of stream quality debt (debits) whereas certain 

mitigative act ivities should be considered to generate discreet units of stream quality surplus (credits).  The applicant 

does not contest that the proposed project will incur debits.  The applicant simply notes that ‘Mitigation Type 2 – 

Preservation’ prescribes a procedure in which preserving streams in perpetuity generates a discreet amount of credits 

that can be used to off-site debits.  As such, preservation-only mitigation cannot be dismissed out of hand. 

Nonetheless, North Eastwood LLC would be willing to discuss this aspect of its proposed mitigation further.  
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COMMITMENT BY MERCY HEALTH  

 

                Mercy Health’s position regarding the relocation of its St. Joseph Hospital to Enterprise Park has not 

materially changed over the past several months.  Don Kline, the President and CEO of Mercy Health, in his letter of 

May 23, 2018, attached as an exhibit to the application, stated “[t]he consultants and Mercy leadership team agreed 

that a new hospital facility (estimated project cost in excess of $200 million) was the best use of capital in order to 

support strategic growth and augmentation of inpatient, emergency, operating room, and key outpatient services in 

Trumbull County.  The current St. Joseph Warren Hospital’s physical plant dates back to 1950 and the parcel is 

landlocked by residential homes (leaving no options for expansion at the current site).” He further stated that 

“[o]ther significant considerations in our site selection process included (but were not limited to) h ighway access, 

access to utilities, current zoning designation, distance from current site and total acres available”. Mr. Kline then 

indicated that “Enterprise Park was determined to be the only available site that would meet our established criteria 

in the targeted geography”. None of these facts have changed since the date of Mr. Kline’s letter.   

  

Mr. Kline also stated in his letter that “[a] key variable early in the process is the identification of an 

available location that meets all internal requirements to Mercy as well as external and regulatory requirements”. 

Obviously Ohio  EPA’s approval of the pending app lication was then and is now a condition precedent to their final 

commitment, because such would answer the questions regarding Mercy Health’s ability to identify an available 

location that meets its requirements. 

  

Mr. Kline’s testimony at the December 3, 2018 public hearing (a week after General Motors’ public 

announcement to ‘unallocate’ its Lordstown plant) indicated that  “… we really took a focus on what we need to do 

to reinvest in Trumbull County”. He observed that their internal studies gave “… consideration of a large campus 

that could have multiple capabilit ies of it [and], expanded services”.  He also praised the fact that “… the ability to 

bring together large v ibrant medical and educational providers on the same campus would be a phenomenal 

opportunity to do that.  We’d be excited to do that”.  What more of a commitment could  the Mercy Health  CEO 

have given? In finalizing his statements at the public hearing, he said that if the Ohio EPA process “…   is successful 

… we would then commission a fu ll feasibility analysis of what can be built, because what we’ve learned is you 

can’t define what you’re building until you know what you’re building it on”.  

  

In the developer’s recent d iscussions with Mr. Kline, it has been exp lained that the “feasibility analysis” to 

which he referred in his testimony involved the right-sizing of the new facility, as well as the exact timing of the 

construction project.  The  suggestion of a “feasibility analysis” did not denote a change in their posture relating to 

their commitment to making a substantial financial investment for new health facilities in Trumbull County; nor did 

it involve a feasibility study on the specific location, because the location at Enterprise Park had long  - since been 

decided. Mr. Kline’s reference to “feasibility” then meant and now means that they will conduct a detailed final 

analysis of the local economy and the resultant volume of health care expenditures availab le in the market -place in 

order to properly size their new building. Mercy Health had already concluded its decision to relocate and it remains 

committed to Enterprise Park, but its decision was then - and is now - whether it  will construct a 3 or 4 level 

building, versus a 5 or 6 level building (each having the same footprint). 

  

A recent news article incorrectly suggests that Mercy Health is no longer committed to the project due to 

the uncertain status of the GM Lordstown Plant. The communicat ion from Mr. Kline to the staff at St. Joseph’s 

Hospital and to h is local board  members was strictly  intended as an internal communication.  Such  interpretation of 

the memo is a gross mischaracterization of the message in Kline’s internal memo.   What Kline said was that, due to 

the impact of the potential GM closing, they were pushing the pause button regarding “…the size and scope of a 

new hospital” [in Trumbull County].  Not only was Mercy Health making a prudent decision in light of GM’s 

uncertainty, but their position is entirely  consistent with all o f Mr. Kline’s testimony at the public hearing regarding 

the commissioning of a feasibility analysis. The internal memo, which has now been improperly p romoted as a 

major change of position by Mercy Health, merely reiterates the hospital’s commitment to evaluate the economic 

climate so as to build the most efficiently sized hospital at Enterprise Park.  This position was most recently 

confirmed by Mercy Health’s spokesperson, Jonathan Fauive, as quoted in a December 26, 2018 news article 
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wherein  he stated “[w]e’re always looking for ways to expand, but right now we need to figure out what is right for 

a project of this size.” Mercy Health’s intent to proceed with the Enterprise Park project is not in question.   

  

An essential point to recognize is that, whether St. Joseph’s Hospital ends up with a 3-4-5 or 6 floor 

building costing $100 million dollars – or costing $200 million dollars - or costing $250 million dollars, the overall 

project purpose of Enterprise Park has not changed; and the alternative analysis  remains valid.  St. Joseph Hospital 

has never advised the developer of any decision that it is not proceeding with its plans for Enterprise Park.  

 

 

CLOSING 

 

Please let us know if you have questions or need additional informat ion regarding the foregoing. If you 

believe a meeting would be helpful to further discuss these and any additional comments the agency has as a result 

of its further review of public comments received on the application or its own technical review, please let us know. 

 

 

Sincerely, 

 

 
 

Benjamin Latoche 

Project Manager – Wetlands & Ecology 

HZW Environmental Consultants , LLC 

 

 

CC: Rich Blasick, Manager 

       Division of Surface Water 

       Northeast District Office  

       Ohio Environmental Protection Agency 

 

       Tyler Bintrim, Section Chief 

       Regulatory Division 

       Pittsburgh District  

       United States Army Corps of Engineers  
 


